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Modern mathematical statistics , Edward J. Dudewicz, Satya Narain Mishra, 1988, Business & Economics, 838 pages. This modern treatment of mathematical statistics is concise, yet detailed enough to give readers a solid foundation in all aspects of the field. Treatment of each topic is ....
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Advanced Statistics from an Elementary Point of View , Michael J. Panik, 2005, Mathematics, 802 pages. The highly readable text captures the flavor of a course in mathematical statistics without imposing too much rigor; students can concentrate on the statistical strategies ....

A First Course Mathematical Statistics , C. E. Weatherburn, Jan 2, 1949, Mathematics, 300 pages. This book provides the mathematical foundations of statistics. Its aim is to explain the principles, to prove the formulae to give validity to the methods employed in the ....


An Introduction to Finsler Geometry , Xiaohuan Mo, 2006, Mathematics, 120 pages. This introductory book uses the moving frame as a tool and develops Finsler geometry on the basis of the Chern connection and the
Linear Algebra and Its Applications, Gilbert Strang, 2006, Mathematics, 487 pages. Strang demonstrates that linear algebra is a fascinating subject by showing both its beauty and value. While the mathematics is there, the effort is not all concentrated on the ...

An Introduction to Measure-theoretic Probability, George G. Roussas, 2005, Mathematics, 443 pages. This book provides in a concise, yet detailed way, the bulk of the probabilistic tools that a student working toward an advanced degree in statistics, probability and other ...
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